CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

5.1. Conclusion of Research Findings
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Conclusion of Study

Upon finishing of this study, there are several final conclusion might be mentioned as result of this study. The conclusions are:

1. Year of study impact towards awareness and understanding level from undergraduate hospitality student in Agung Podomoro University. As may be concluded from this study, undergraduates with longer education duration has more realistic and have better expectation as they already experience the real industry.

2. Apparently, undergraduates have clear image towards importance of experience towards their career.

3. Mentioned by undergraduate students, majority the skills they owned and required for employment are obtained through self-learn. Undergraduate cannot directly feel the impact as the skills given through education process, and this made them thought that education does not play an important role for their future career.

4. Undergraduates student tend to have a very high confidence level from the very first start, and this confident level increase as longer they stay in education process, as result of them gaining more information and experience.

5. Lastly, career expectations are a very important issue as it affects through the moment of selecting a proper work place, as it impacts directly towards satisfaction and performance at work place. When the expectation met the reality, then the atmosphere and situation will be happy and satisfying.
meanwhile, at the vice versa condition, any misinterpretation and rejection may cause discomfort and unsatisfied feelings as they failed to reach the goals.

5.2. Notes for Further Research
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Suggestion for Further Study

Therefore, with the discussion and conclusion stated in this study, therefore for any further study with related and or similar content, some points below might become consideration and measurement.

1. Time limit and management
   As this study take a wide range of respondents population, therefore it is important for future author to ensure the time limit and accuracy in spreading the questionnaire, as it might take longer time to reach number of population sample needed, which pass the qualification in order to prevent any biases and centralized results.

2. Variety and wide range of respondents
   As this study already done in Agung Podomoro University, researcher might enhance and wider the range of respondents, as this issue does not only happened to undergraduate in hospitality industry. It also happen in many other major, as this has become a common issue between employee and employer.

3. Updates
   It is really important to ensure further study is done to keep the data updated and see the improvement done by educator has bring any good results towards the understanding level of undergraduate regarding career expectations and employment requirement.
4. Communication and relation improvement

As communication and relation in between educator and employer play a really important role in this case, therefore future author might learn and see more to the relation in between educator and employer to see is there any space for deep improvement in order to fix the misunderstanding and increase the level of student reliability to educator, as educator are proofed as effective and informative source of data and facts regarding the real industry.